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.Racial Differences in Fema3e'fabor A'orce Particimation:
5

%Trends -end implications for she Future

Frank L. Mott

It is generally acknowledged ;hat in recent years, female at .

r

tc the labpr fog has.inoreased dramatically, particularly for women ofr

11(chi;dbearing'w This trend has reflected not vnly emographic factors

but in addition f:indamental changes in how women's roles are view..d in

our sokety; qhat is less wetll known.is that this/trend hai moteoually

affected all women. Whereas white labor force marti^ipat'o-7 _e:,-_s ftr
.

women between the agks bf 20 and ,r24 have conoistently risen since 16cr,

. .

black labor force.rates.have levelled off in recent :jeers As may be

noted -1-ere has been a, major racial converg-- ir wein

particibatpn. For example, as recently as 1960, blacks 35

years oi7 age were almost 5 percent. more 14kely to be world glthan their

white counterparts; by 1975, this racial gap iM narroe /Consi.tor"Pb/- 2

This Paper -.cal examine in some detail certain Piects f this

racial convergence ut4iz g a AroLique data set, ational Longitudinal

The author wishes to tr.PInk Joan Haurin, ivia Mooreind. Pat Photon
for their helpful suggestions and outstandi research assistance on this.
Project. -

This paper was prepared under a co./act with the EmployMent and
Training Aciministratpn,' U.S. Departmer of Labor, under the autihority
of the Comprehensive Hpployment,and - ning .4.t. Researchers undertaking .

such projects under Government spons -hip are encourage'd to express -

their own judkemehts. Interpretations or viewTointsstated in this
document do not nepessar3ly represetrt the official position or policy
of the Department of Labor.
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Figure 1
Trends iii-Perale Labor ?ore g ParticipAtion, by Race, for Selected Age Groups
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Surveys of labor market behavior. - These surveys encompass a series of

intervieVs with four different p6pulation cohorts, although the-focus of

this paper :5211 be on the interviews with nationallyrepresentate
4

samples of blibk and white women 1, to 24 and 30 to 1st years of age.-

;n Partictlar, detailed information about theclabor force'attitudes and

behavior of women 20 to 24 years of age in 1968 and 1973 and 35 to 39

and 40 to.1.14 in 1967 and 1972 afe currently available` from these surveys.

Thus, it is Possible to minutely examine the dynamics of :he above noted

facial convergence in labor force behavior(for womenaLmost a generation

apart in age) and suggest:what this convergence implies for

labor force behavior of black an white women.

P 'atro .

Trends in Labor Force ParticiPation Between 1967 and 1972: A Detailed
Examination

Even a cursory eYeTnination of Table 1 suggests,that there are major

differences Vetween black and white labor force trends'over this 1967 to

1972 period..
4,5 For the most part, labor. force participation rates (the

Percentage of the,population group either working or looking for wok)

for white women of all ages aidd marital statuses increased. In contrast,

1declining patterns of Participation May be noted for'most of the black- mg.
) groups, with the notable exception of yomg married black women. be 35

to.39 year oldgxoup can be used to demonstrate this convergence phenomenon;

in 1967, the black and white labor force participation' rates for this age

group were.about 70 and46 percent, respectively. By 1972, the white rate

had increased tct about 54 p4rdent and the black rate had declined to 62

:



Table 1

Labor Fortt Participation Rates in 196T and 19E-by Age, Rate and Marital StatuA

WET7E I. RUC"

1967 1972 Cban2e in 1§67 1972 .Change in

rite
N-.1.1,ber of Labor ! under crf Labor'

1967 tosespondenta force respondents force
rat& rate 1072

rate
Nuttier of Labor Nueber of Labor 11967

respondents force' respondents forte
1972at r*ate

Agen'20 to 242
Married, spouse present
Separated or 'divorced

Never tarried

Ages 35 to 39
Married. spouse present
Separated or divorced
Never narried

,

kges *40 to 1m---
*Married, spouse present
Separated or divorced
Never married g

1,235 57.4 2,396 .65.9 + 8.5
766 48.0 821 +10.4
76 67.9 68.6 + 0.7
392 73.3 485 77.5 +1..2

951 46.4 965 53.7
835 1.3.1 832 49.6 +.6,5
53 62.9 80 78.8 +15.9
49 ,31.5 45 87.1 + 5.6

1,086 50.3 951 55.9 + 5.6
91:9 46.7 . 797 '51.7 + 5.0

81 72.3 81
k.5

+ 9.2
*28 89.1 %44 .6 - 8%5

'3191 62.1 585 62.4 + 0.3

176 57.3 63.Z +

41 55.. 73 ,3 + 0.2

162 69.9 266 , 63.3 - 6.6

367 70.4 333 62.3 - 8.1
21.3 '66.3 185' 62_2 - 3.8

86 84.8 104 63.0 -21.8

16 3 56.9

405 70.0 367 .64.0 - 6.0
267 ' 66.4' 234 63.h - 3.1

79 87.1 81 6$4. -18.2
80.4 13 3

1 Zaeple.liziVrto lateen intervieved in all surtey yZa44 -

2 All estleat cr the 20 t9 24 year old group are for early 1-068 and early 1973.
indicate only 1967 and 1972.

. .

Per ease pepresetation, the table headings

3 Rates not calculated where sample size is under 25.

4
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percent. As a result, the diffeisahcebetween the black anokwhitt rate

narrowed, from aboUt 24 moitis to only B.points. dithilar.patterps were

'

. -/ -

evidenced for the other two age grout& here under discussion, although.
0'

.0

.the pattern is less pronounced 'for the 20. to 24 year olds :t Nring.this

fivg4year period, there were also 11:gnificaht.decline'S in the proportion.-
.

.

Of women of childbearieg age with children as preschool age in the

.
Thus, the inereasing work participation' of vhite women is oonsist.en,.

"

I.
=with this changing child raising pattern whereas the black labor force

'

trend is inapparent contradiction w4th the fertility trend.. indeed, the

percentage of black 35to 39 Year old women with a pi-eschool child in

the home declined from 43 to 29 Percen during the half decade at the.

same tine that their labor force attachment also w6 declining.

Examining Table l 4ore carefully, qn4 finds that for white older

'11

(35 to 44 year old) womenthe most aot411kt increases in wit participation
. .

,were among women who either were separated or divorced.. SID contrast,

t
the sharpest declines for black women were also for Mia sane marital

category. As a result, while black labor forcelparticipation rates

,

for separated or divbrced mature women were welt. above the white rates
`..., s

.

.
.

in 1967? by`1972 they were far below'the - t'e rates. From a policy

==aaarzpdctiara.,-..t.Z9.t.str..eza=needq-=t-.

, .ANar'eft
the maritally disrupted groups been growing in recent' years ad a pe'fcerrt '.

of the total population, but ad.dition,..ehis is the group which is'

in-greatest need of'the financial rviinerationwhich gainful employment

.can best provide. 7

I
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, "The changes in rates desftiLin Table ji disguise the actual
.!

dynamics behind.the4l967 to 1972 transitiorii. That is, the changes
A ,

. described represent "net" ChangsaUking tti4 period. aid mask the

considerable movement it-and out of t* /Abor, 9,0e during- the Period.
..

---. .
. X . . .-

Fa.r'example, it, would'be possidle for the overall labor force participation

ratefor a group to _remain uncn/anged *imply because the same'large

-

number of indiviauals entered as letIthe-labor force during the *period.

table 2 decomposes the labor force ti-amsition process of three

.groups of women. First, its may be noted that the percentage of all

black women employed at both paints in time is substantially ahove.the

\, white percentage. Thisds consistent' with the "net" statistics which

show higher black laborsfonce participation rates at both-points in tine

However,- for the 'older ;Tomen, it may be noted that larger proportions

of the black women left the labor...force and larger-Proportions of all

white women entered during the five year interval. However, mOst, of this

difference simply reflects the different _labo force -mix of,the two

racial groups in 1967. That is, since a larger proportion of all black

women were in the/labor force in 1967, it is not surprising that a larger

proportion left following"---,that point in time
8

Conversely, since a

----r'--.1if.igerliFoi50rM -dirlf`UTirte'ildtriena were not wor,' g in 1967, everythingdise

being equal, one'would expect a urger proportion of white than

black women to enter between 1967 and 1972, As indicated in Table,2,

one takes into account this difference In labor force "mix"-between the
.

4/.

races in 1967, there are no major racial differences for the older women

In the probability o(f entering or leaving the labor force.
,

4,
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Table 2

GrossCbanges in Employment betweep.1967,and 1972 -by Rdce and Age In 2967
41,

iI /
1

Number' of

respondents

.

.

,

Percent
-distributtion

.
,

.

EMPloyed'in. employed 1967
-1967 and - and not
- 1972 employed in

1972

(Leavers)

Not employees

1967 and
.employed in

1972

. (Ent.rapts)

No employed,
in 1967

. .

on 1972
l

(Non-,P5rker) ,

Pro-Debt:11:y

of
.

.

. .

Exit''' Entrance
2

WISTE .

20-2rt

35-39
.40-44

. .

.

BLACK
X0-24

35-39
.40-44

.1,356
1,008

1,163 . ,

p40

00
431

.

.

1.00.0

100.0
,.3.00.0

100.0
100.0

100.0

:

''

.

, 29.

-30:2
35.1 '

.

. 34.5' .

.44.7
45.6

.

19.6
10.8
-9.4

114.6

16.0 .

16.6

.

178.7,
-.r. 21.1

17.2

.

18.8
5... "32.9.

. .11.8

32.2

37.9
.3

-

,S2.6
/26.4.
26.o

.40

\.26
, .21

.30

.26

027

.

,

.3;

.31

.

.37

.2'

.31

NdTES: See Table 1. 1

1. Pr Pability of exit is equal to the employed '1967 - not employed 1972 gipup divided by the total.employed
.. .

,e Toyed in 1967 group. . . .

'. 2 P ollability of Wranee is equal to the not employed1967 - employed 1972 group divided by the total
not employed in'1967 groUp.

fr

f

9

-

1,

.

4.

10. ,
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However, for the youigest a group, the 20 to.24 year olds,.a e:

.
.

.

significant,racial difference in probpilities mjw

.'

lie noted asthe.-
,

average,white working woman was much more likely to witdraw.from.the

labor force than her black.counterart. This is consistent with other.

evidence which documents conclusively thatydung-white women are much
. ._ ,

; A i. 4

' more likely to'leave a job.when'thex nave their first child than
7

tis"rue

for'ths prospective"blaci motner.
5'

f,

Characteristics of Labor Force "Stayers" and "Leavers"
"-.

g'
.

.1f the recent narrowing of the d&fferential in labor force-
,

participation rates between black and white womenkWere solely a
.. .0 .

resi

. .
,

.

flection of_the fact% that "a larger proportion dfblack women have been
.

, ,
..

.

in the, labor forte (And-. thus "eligible" to leave the labor
A
forcels the

. .

phenomenon -would perhaps only be of marginal interest However,an

examination of the characteristics of those who have been leavik
, \ \ . ,

,
.

employment and, conversely, the Characteristics of those remaining at
. .

. '. .

work, suggests that the trend has certain Major implicatiOns for both,'
.

.
.

' ,

sootalpolicy'and programs.

Table 3 compaies a number of basic soCio-demograprai.attribiztet.

and work attitudea,for the four categpriet of .women,desdrified in Table

.._

2. While, there, are some exceitio s,n primarily among tht.young 20 'to 214 . .' '

O .
year old woben vhb are'mostly at a diffeient life Cycle stage, certain .:.

.
. . . .- .

.
4

.

dramatic differences 'between Pia 'workers and non-vorkerisare apparent.
.-.

.
,...,

c ..
... . ,

Some of these Vatterns. are consistent. aCross facial lines and others are
. ' t. $. .

,
. . .. ..,. .

not. First, all, women, but' particularly those women 35 -to.44':years of

.

A

/
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Selected Be
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1
A

vio -and Attitudinal Characteristics, by Race,: Age in 1967 and Labor Force Status

Exployed1967
and. 1972"

("skivers",

20 to 24 years

PLOYed 19f7
not employed

1972.

..(yLeavers")

of age

, Sbt employed
1967,

employed 1972

("Dhtrants")

WHITE
'(1) Percent with lesh than 12

years pf school
(2) Hehourly wage in .1967%
.L3) percent receiving welfare
(4))Fercent'agreeidg "work of

both parents necessary to
' keep up with high cost 9f

living"1

-(5: Percent agreeing "socking
wife feels more ustfurl

BLACK
,

.

.

(1)- Percent 'with less than 12
years of school '

4?) Mean hourly wage in 1967
A3)Percent receiving verfare
,(4) Percent agreeing "work, of

both parents necessary to
kelp up with high cost of

'living"1
(5Y Percent agreeing "working

vile feels more usefunl

6,7
2.09
0.9

10.2
2.13
1.0

18.9

;
.0

. 5T A " 39.1, 56

45.8 34.1 53.5

-27.4*
'1.71 .

.35.7

1.76
38.7,

u.6 12,0 13.2

79:4 76.7 65.2

63.0 51.2 65.3

k

..

SCPIES:' Sfas Table 1
.

3. Attitudinal items mereasked in 1972
'

4

for the 20 Z 24 year old women

7

I 3$'tp 44 sears of age

Hot emplOyed
1967, not

aployed 10/2

("Noy-markers")

Stayers Leavers Entrants Nomvorkers

t:

31.2

42.5

.35.6*.

51.6

28.8

65.4

63.3.

'29.5
'2.21

1.5

75.0

62.8

52.7
1.75
7.2

86.3'

73.4'

40.0
2.01
1.5

'50.5

74.2
1.52
16.6

83.7 .

72.1

.

31.7

4.1

72.4

55.1

56.T

14.'6

88.5

69.0

35.7

3.1

46%6

35.6

70.2:

2i 0
.04./

. 72.3

54.2

and, in 1974 for the vomem

12.

who were 35 to 44 years of age.,

A

' 1

a+rVmeunay,...mry,..c.1,44,0mo. e......,edr.r a- t,a.
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age, vho had left the labor. force -had signifibaptly les,s adncation than
)

.women employed both in 1967 and 1972. The edUcational differeftes' ' 4
, .

.
between the stayers and leavers was much greater f. women than

1, e
.4.

. .white omen. $ecbnd, walleling the edtcation cet, older
' .

, -
,.. i .

.

women w o left employment had been' earn wages.:than those. who

.

stayed_pn the job.. In addition; for the-older black Vomeri, the leavers

'' were much more likely to have been Welfare than the stayers:,
I

I

Thus, those women leaving the labor force were, on average, of lower
''.

.

:socioeconomic statu Arid had been less "successful," in terms of wages dm.
4 li

when they were working. ..-., A .1,

Shifting from the behavioral to the attitudinal side, severfil

additional discrepancies Are apparent,. First, there was significantly
4

greatmkgreement_vith-t.he statement "work:of both parents is necessary
r

to keep up with the high cost of living" among white liomen who were job

r
stayers than among the job;keavers. This is certainly not surprising

and suggests a greater degree of economic need,for, the working group . ,

In.cohtrast, undoubtedly reflecting the lower average bevel of economic

well-being among the black women, t here was far greater consensus among

both the Job stayers and leavers that "work of both garents,is

a. 4
necessary.", This suggests that; for the most part, the black job,

leaiers
t
1611Q have little education. and low.ve.ges. nonetheless felt","7. !" _., ,

illgtesling left'employment) that their eRWment Was/ necessary
,

A
0 .

toieep up with;the high cost of living. Thus, there is an apparent
-

.x

'inconsistency betifeen the attituded and behavior otAbany Of these women.

9,
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It should also, be4 noted that the older white women who InPintained

- ,fr,ties with the labor forge were more likely than their-exifting counteriarts

to fael.that:a'"workiiag wife feels mere4useful than, one whb.doesn't
(k...

.. ,..
I. '

. ,

-hold, a job.:" In contrast, there.was no such cofttrasting pattern evidenced

for the older black women. Not only were the job leavers AZ likelyto

respond positively that."working wives feel more useful" as the job'

stayers,' but, in addition, their responses were much more'positive than

for tigtithite wOmen.
10

To the extent that this item measures something

more than just the need to work due to economic necessity, the result,.

on the surface, is perhaps surprising. The principal point, however,

. remains that whereas whit e women show fairly large differences in

attitudes between' stayers and leavers in the expected direction, no

similar systematic differences appear for most black women; that is,

those; black who left employment surely were not Wing so because of any

strong preferente for doing so.

Whereas Tables 2 and 3 focused on the characteristics of women
641

in 1967, Tables 4 and 5 compare womeh (of a given age) who were employed

in 1967 and 1972. As highlighted earlier', black'labor force participation

rates have been,declining and white rates have been increasing. In

contrast, amOng those women who continue working there is evidence:Of

increasing commitment to the work fo ebetween 1967 and 1972 on the

part of black women relative to their white ,unterparts. As, may be

noted in Table 4, for those White womenwho were working, there were

systematic declines in the'proportion working full time, particularly

at the older ages. Black working women, on the other hand, were. more

q
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Table 4' -1

Pertentage'of Employed Women Workig 35 or More Hours Per-Meek in 1967 and.1912, by Marital Status, Race and Agel

' ,Jg

1967

Number of Total Humber of
respondents marital 'respondents

status
'

Married,
spouse
present

Number of Other
respondents narital

status

-Nt=ber- of Total Number bf
respondents marital respondents
a status

Married,
spouse
present

Number of Other
respondents marital

status

WHITE
20 to 24 839 80.8 . 442 41.6 '397

-
79.9 831 78.6 426

'

80.0 405 77.3
35 to 39 362 75.7 288 71.2 74 93.7 438 61.2 341 61.5 97 80.0 ."

ho to 44 450 80.0 359 - 76.3 91 91;.3' h54 75.9
,
346 73.2 108 84.1

BLACK
20 to 24 280 .74.8

.

122 70.2 8 78.6 303 87.9 . 115 88.3 188 79..5

35 to 39 215 72.8 138 69.5 79.5 192 75.8 105 77.2 87 13.8
ho to 44 202 72.3 155 69.8. 97 77.5 ,206 "81.9 128 85.1 78 77.8

NOTES: See Table 1.
1 Refers to "usual hours worked" on job.

V-

-
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Table 5

13

. Respondent Mean Annual Earnings (in 1967 dollars) in 1966 and 1971,
by Race and 4gel

1*

+7,7

24

35-39
. 40-44

BLACK
20-21.7

35-39
40-4/4

1900 1971
Percentage

change
1966-1;o 1971

Number of
respondents

Kean
earnings

Number of
respondents

Mean
earnings

874 .2,590 1,063 2,729
447 3,145 513 +8.8
532 3,3914 497. 3,711 + 9.3

.

2 .1,727 403 2,371.
.

+3'.5
55 2,493 3,170 +27.2
288 2,580 233 3,380 +31.0

40TES: 'See Table 1.
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likily to be working full time in 1972 than in191. Thus,, while a

, 7.
..

.
.

smiyl wer percentage of black women were working, those were woling
,

/0-...
';I' re working more hours.

,

in addition, it ay be recalled that black women from broken

if1
.

1 igarriages were most likely to have withdrawn from, the work SOrce. /
.? ..

i

This is filso the demographic group which did the poorest iA terms-of

Maintaining full time employment (see Table L). This then represents

further evidence of 4e inability of this high-employment-need gzoup

to maintain mich needed element ties.

Table 5- 'indicates tEnat those black women who remained employed

were also generally successful in improving their earning power.

Black working women increased their real annual earnings anywhere from

11
21 t,o-37 percent, depending which age grkp one focuses on.

working women were not -as successful in increasing their. real annual

garnings. As a result, theie was a dramatic convergence in annual

ngs between black and white working women over the half decade.

%Part of this nnrrowing reflected" the increase among bladk women 'in hours

.-s _worked and part possibly reflected a lessening of wage discrimination

during the pel'iod. Undoubtedai, however, a significant part of the

narrowing in the earnings differential also'teflec'ted the fact that the

black women who left the, labor force were those who had had,, on average,

A .
..' less education and lower houg.ITNagest -..

.,-

*. 4
A

"I

. ..o.
%

P. (Thms, two divergent trends nay be noted. From an overall perspective,
.

_participation or-blackyamen'inthe work forceI.Otssening in/4
, ;- t.

.. .

; comparison with white women. HOirever, those black women who continue
A
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to work appear; to be relatively successful, reflecting to some 'extent a

"selecting out* process whereby the black women with the least job
-

skills are the ones most likely to have left the labor force. By

hsuccess," the .reference herellis-both-to the extent of attachment tic)

4.% the work force as well as the earnings associated with the_Immloyment. ,

Some interpre6tions of the Trend and implications for the Future

It is clear that substantial proportions of black workers have dn
-e

recentvears been withdrawing frOm the labor force. it is also evident

that the vast majority of these women'have only limited education and,

had beenearning relatively low wages. Table 3 also su ests that the

majority of black women whO were not amPloyed either in 19E7 or 1972

aliiThava si;nilar characteristics.

.,

Job leaving may be either voluntary or beyond the control of an

. individual. In the case of these women, the reasons for withdrawal
:

are undoubtedly mixed. The period 1967 tb 1972-(as well as molt years

since then) represented a deteriorating period for the American economy.

Typically, Such a deterioration is accompanied by emioloyment.cutbacks,

and t ,utbacks tend to dispr6portionately.affect_those with the

least experience, job skills and job tenure. Beyond this cyclic .l factor,

. there undoubtedly is also a secular trend operative. That is, we areI
in the tadst of a long-term'decline in t he demand for many lesser

skilleyjobs which historically have provided jobs for a relati-ley

large Sector of the American labor force.

Pro6 ilia perspective of the.indivtdual, there may well be other

'forces at wor5?st, there is some sug4,t45tion that there is an

I

.11
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. decreasing willingness by many American workers to accept many of the

4r

tedious, dirty, and unchallenging jobs at the bottom of the occupational

12
ladder. This Unwillingnep is undoubtedly enhanced by the relatively

. low wages which many of these jobs pay. Indeed, there are n

inconsequential number Of jobs in our society which do not provide ri

?rage above the poverty leve17-even if the worker is employed full time

year round! Under such circumstances, it is difficult to anticipate

great demand for such jobs.

For at least some of these_low wage workers, one certainly needs

tot raise the question of whether or not they are worse off not working/

than working. Their choice may simply be between being "working pose

or "nonworking poor." The earnings'
s

employment may not famA!kceed the "nonearnings" they can receive from

welfare or various othen tfansfer payments. Also, employment often

entailsa number of expenses lihiCh a nonworker can avoid such as

transportation expenses, child care costs-and other items such as clothing

and grooming costs.
,;)

The recent patterns of withdr:aval probably reflect a:miXture.of

both these demazdAnd supply forces. For example, Table 6 indicates

that for bla60women there has been between 1967 and' 1'972 a sharp

increase in the proportion of families which have. received Welfare,

primarily AFDC, during the preefaing year. This receipt is most

pronounced for women who.are Separated or divorced, the group ve know

has evidenced the_sharpest decline in lapor force' participation. On

other hand, the average annual AFDC payment duXing that period



Table 6
>

Percent Receiving Welfare During Past Year. bor Rac0,-Merital Status an4 Age,
4

, 19(07 and 19-E

Ali
restqpndents

1967
20 to 21
35 to 39

-J40 to 44

197?.

2:h
2.5

2.5

20 to 2)4, 6.0

35 to 39 5.1
740 to 44 3.5

NOT: See Table 1.

WHITE -BLACK

Married,
spouse
present

Separated,

divorced
or wid 'wed

Never
married

A11
respondents

,4

Maiiled,
spouse-
present

Separated,
divorced

or -widowed

.Never

=arried

1.9 1.5 19.1 8.7 44.8 2h.3
.1.2 16.2 6.5 14.5 6/2 27.9 55.9
1.3 12.6 12.9 9.3 22.8 - 14.3

3.8 36.3 4.4 27.9 6.6 60.2 36.0

L3.2 20.2 8.9 30.1 12.0 54.3 54.3
1.4 18.8 4.7 27.7 16.5 46.9 55.3

r 21
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was well below the annual earnings level for most unskil2ed jobs Old the

iF "
increase in AFDC payments over the 1967 to 1972 period was below Le-

1,

average increase in real wages:over that Period (see Table). In fact,

the increase in average AFDC ayments. during/that period was sigQificaptly

below the increase in the general cost of 'living.

. .

As may be noted in Table 7, the ratio of the average
,-=

wage to both the bovertylevel estimates and average welfare payments

increased over the half decade. By 1972, the average fer,Vie tibiae collar"

worker in our sample earned a wage which would have-left her family about
,

22 percentabove the povertycline even if nofone else in her family was

working. Her year - round -fill -time wage would have earned her more than

twice the amount she would have received fro welfate.

These are aver &e estimates,- of course; which means that there are

many individuals well below the average who might not have Irgeid'able to .

. -
.

.
.

earn above a "poverty wage." The data, hdwever, do 5uaest that for

.

most women the ecopomic incentive was probably sufficiently strong to

push or keep her in the labor force. Of course, for mitnykf the blackcourse,

women not working or leaving work, the situation yes beyond their

control.. Either they were laid off from their job oPielse.they could

no,/find employmept commensurate with their limited job skills.

is useful.to ngte that the attitudinal data cited, earlier

,

reinforce much of the above Vaeme. For example, among black women !ho

were not- working, or who were laid off from work, there was substgntial___
agreement with tie piopositions that work is necessary for. ecohofird-

reasons-and-that-working women feel more useful. These are icleas*--

a 22
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Table 7 ,

Selected Economic3Indicators; 1967 and 1972
A 1

19

'
.1967 1972,

Percent
chang

Consvier price index (1967 dollars) 100 .125 +25.0

'Minimum wage $ 1.140 $ .60 +14.

Annual average AFDC payment, 1)er felmily- '$1,940 .$2,290 +18.0

Lowincome threshold for a nonfarm
family of four ,410 :$4,2751 +2510

Blue collar mean annual income $3,897 .$5,228 +344:2
'-

Ratio of mean blue collar liege to low
incomb threshold

Ratio of mean blue collar wage .eo,

ameragedfamilyAFDC payment

1.14 eee1.22'

. 2.01 - 2.27

.

1, Sources of Estimates: Consumer pricetindices f.rom Table 699 of .

r the 1976 Statistical Abstract of the United States, Washington,
U.S. Government Panting Office, 1976. Mininmn. wage estimates
from Table 6.4 of the same volume. AFDC estimates(manthly
averagbs) are from Table 10 in the 1972 Annual Supplement to /

the Social Security Bulletin. ,The 1967 and 1972 low income
threshold estimates are from -Table A -1 of U.S. Bureau of the
Census, Current Population Renorts,,P-60 No. 91, 7/Chaacteristics
of the Low-Indame-Poptlation 1972," Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1973.

23
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. left the
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7

ykthe vast majority of the less skilled black Women who

orki,force betweent1967 and 1972

The attitudinal data in Table 8 are.also consistent with this

view. The vast majority of'obothblack and white women feel it is okay
P

to work if their,huatand agiees and agreement with this' 4titude
... 1 , .

lnareased ,between 1967 and 1972.
1: t

By 1972'about 30 percent of black
er.

Women and between .go and 25 percent of white women felt it was okay

to work even if their husband disagreed! indeed, agreement with this
\ .

attitude increased sharply for black and White women'over the five- year

sk
: period. To the extent,:that positive attitudes reinforce work behaii=2,

t.
patterns and vice versa, anticipate some escalating of'both

white and black work attachment initheyears ahead just on the basis,

13of these apparent normative shifts.

All-ef the above suggest that there probably is a large and

growing pool of nonw kers in our'society ready and willing to work

if the proper condi ions (including rational. ay levels) for employment

a, .

exist; if appropriate guidance, skill training and other assistance are
44-

made available; and Most i4rtantly. if jobs becomeavailable.

Largely.because the basic determinants of the work participation

of these women is so complex, the future labor force-participation.levels
a

4- i I .
Of black andwhite women are hard to rre et. It, is likely, however, that

.-.,

in the short run the racial convergence in the rates win continue to,
. ) - 5'

the point where white participatiOn rates.May exceed the black 'rates.

. .

However, this trend win ultimately cease for a number of reasons..

First, as the proportion of black -women who are employed declines, and
A

4

24
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-Table 8

,percentage Agreeing with Specified Work Role 4t4tudes.in 1967 and 1972, byFi.a*Ce and Age

.4

.

,
. ,

-

.

- . -

Numbei' of

respondent's

- 1967 .

'respondets

.

.

Number oC
d

1972 '

Okay to work
if `husband agreei

,.
Okay to work
if husband disagr s

,

1967

.

1972
PercentE
c
h ge

. Percent
.1

ch
5167 el972

an g&

WHITB .

20 -24.'

35-39
44,44

BLACK
20-24

35-39
40-44

,

..

i

,..

1,344
931

1,067

,436

3P

A

-

;

1
1 819,

947
.. '9.81

8151

.

328

360

,

,

J.

.

r
o5.1
76.8

. 70.2'

..

8Q.9
.88.0

76.0,

83.3
.86.9

84.2

,
.

92.5
87.9
86.1

.

,

'+18.2
.4-10.1

+14.0

+11,6
- 0.1-,

+10,1

.

,12.4

13.3
11,3

17.5
25.4'
22.9

.

.L

'2).6

22.6
19:7

.

29.8.
"34.9

28.6

s

+13.2
+ 9.3
+ 8.4

+12.3 .

-, + 9:5
+ 5171

i '1.
:

-

.

i ,

,

NOTES: See ble"1.
'1 For this table only, the Terence interview for the "20-24" year old respondents in 1972.

I .
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the proportion not Aployed increases, the numbers eligible to leave,
4

t

. 4mployment will naturally dedlfne and the numbers eligible to.enter Will
;

indrease Th4s highly mechanistic interpretation suggests that , if .

. .. .
.f

.*
eVerrthing else were equal, an equilibrium in particivation rates between

. ,
. .*. t,

. the races'should occur when the rates for blacks and whiiePl'attain

Second, and perhaps more ImportanE, recent young dohorts\nf>

women are Completing, on average, much more sdhooling than their

7
0 .

N. mC)..4hersi.generation ,
.

For example, whereap about 50 percent oflaci
. -.a.,

;

4 ,
40 to 44 year old women had not completed high schdol, the co arable

lh
figure for' 20 to 24 year olds is. only 2 percent.' Indeed; maybe

, . \ -:

'i a
recalled that black 20 to 24 year olds were the one,age group in this

. 1

.

study where the probabilities Of black wome ..leaving the labor force-
.

iirre'lower than the corresponding probabilities for whit6 Women. Thus,
..- . I ,

.

.
tAmore alike black, nd white women-bec .in their socio-demographic

(

-characteristics in the future, the greaerlithe Likelihood that they/1--
.

will behave similarly in the labor

As a. final note, it is useful 4o recall that 'for both "economic

noneconomic reasons most black women pr fer to work--whether,they

4
are working or not. This is the-surest.evidence ;that,-if jobs are

available, the future.of.most black women Ills in the labor market
15-

tr

.
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1,
'The Changing EconoMic Role of Women" in the U.S: Manpower Report

of-the President, 19753-U.S. Department sf Labor, U.S. Government' Printing
Office, 1975, discusses,this trend_tn,some detail. .

'2
James A. Sweet, Women in the Labor Fore, New Wrk: 'Seminar Press,

1973, highlights-the longer term dimensions of this trend.

'"Under Labor Department sponsbrship, four nationally representative
s amples of 5,000 respondents editi have been interviewed by-the U.S.
Bureau og the iCensus for a decade with interviews Continuing for at least'
five more years. Young men 14 to 24 yearseof age were first interviewed
in 1966, reinterviewed each year through 1971 and then reinterviewed in
1973, 1975 and 1976. Men 45 to 59 years of age were first interviewed.
in 1966 and reinterviewed in 1967, 1969, 1970, 1971, 1913, 1975 and
1976.. Wo %en 30 to 44-years of age were first inprvrewed-in 1967 .and
reinterviewed in 1967, 1971, 1972,.1974, 1976 and 1977. Women 14 to 24
years of age'were interviewed annually between 1968 and 1973 and
reinterviewed in 1975,,1977 and 1978. Each cohort included-approximately
1,500-black and 3,500 white respondents andkppropriate weights are
available for combing the separate racial groups into all overall
nationally represent4tive population sample. See The National Longitudinal
Surveys Handbook, *Center, for Human Resoprce Research, The Ohio State
University, Revised November 1977,-for urther details-about the .

,surveys. This Handbook is available grata the Center.

4
The ruder may note that the laboi- foi'ce estimates from t

National Longitudinal Surveys (NLS) differ somewhat from comparable
data frbal the Labor Departments' sponsored monthly Current Population
Survey (CPS) - -the survey which generates the monthly national employment
and unemployment es-tithe-4s. A number'of reasons have been advanced Por
these differences including the following: (1) all of the NLS interviews.
are with the respondent her if whereas the CPS intervieir may be with
any responsible adult in th ousehold, (2) the obvious labor force. ,

focus of the NLS survey may. elicit more information about marginal,t
lgbor force activities, and (3) there are seasonal differences between
our results and many of the published CPS estimates. Most of suggested
reasons for the differences are consistent with expected higher reported
.labor force activity levels for the NLS compared with the CPS data.

5
A11 of the results for the 20 (0 24.year old women in this report

reference interviews which took place in early 1968 and early 1973. The
. interviews With the 35 to 39 and 40 to 44 year old women were during

the summers of,1967 and 1972. For ease of, presentation, all of the
above time periods shaWbe referred to dimply as "1967" and "1972."

s.4
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6
It should be, mphasized here that other data sources indicate

,.that this convergence pattern holds for virtually all age groups. We

focus here on these three five-year ages groups because they are #te
*only age groups for whichWe have detailed work data: See, for

example,' The 1'975 Manpoli'er Report cited above. .

7See Frank L. Mott and Sylvia F. Moore, "The Determinants and
Cofisequences of Martal Disruption" in Years for Decision, Vol. IV,
Columbus, Ohio: Center for Human. Resource Research, The Ohio State

-University, 1977; and Beverly Johnson McEaddy, "Women Who Head

Families: A Socioeconomic Analysis: in the Monthly Labor Review,
--. Vol. 99 Number 6, June-1976, for cdmprehen analyses of the,

characteristics and behavior patterns of maritally disrupting women.

e

8Francine D. B1S4, "Longitudinal Patterns of Female Labor Force
Participation" in Dual Careers, Vol. IV, Columbus, Ohio: /Center for

Human Resource Resparch,lhe Ohio Stake University, 1935.

,,`
9Frank L. Mott and David Shapiro, "Work and Motherhood: The

-437namics of Labor Force Participation Surrounding the First Birth"

in Years for Decision,, Vol. IV; :-.?Zsit

10John R. Shea foeUses on this theme in the chapter "Work Attitudes,
Satisfaction and Job Attach;ent"in Dual Careers, Vol. I, Columbus,

Ohio: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University,

1970

eliRaymolds Farley his paper "Trends.in Racial Inequalities:
Have the Gains of the 1960s Disappeared in the 1970s" in the American

Sociologioal.Review, April 1977, Vol. 42 No. 2, aid Stuart garfimkle,

"Occupations of Women and Black Workers, 1962-74" in the Monthly Labor
Review, November 1975, Vol.,98 No. 11, considered carefully the
occupational concoimitant of this tren4 noting the increasing Occupational,
leveX of those blacl women in the labor force.

12See Work in _America, a report-of a SpeCial task Race. to the
'Secretary of.Health, Education and Welfare, Cambridge, Massachusetts:

. The M.I.T. Press, January, 1973.

13Anne Menke, Paula Midis and Don iparridWISex,.aOle Attitudes and
Employment among Women :; A Dynamic Model of Change and Continuity:"

A paper presented at the Secretary of Labor's Invitational Conference_
on the National Longitudinal Surveys- of Mature Women, Washington, D.P/,

-Amery 26,"1978.
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14
U.S. Bureau Of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20

No. 314, December 1977, "Educational Attainment in the United States:.
March 11k7 and 1976,".Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office,
1977, Table 1.

15
There is some disagreement about the relative impoi:tanceof supply

and demand factors as future determinants of the volume of lower level
manpower. 'Harold Wool'in " ture Labor Supply for,Lower Level Occupations"
in the Monthly Labor Review, larch 1976, Vol. 99 No. 3, feels that
there will be substantial re reductions in the propbrtion of lower level
workers who will be available in the years ahead. He, of course',
includes the basic caveat thdt the size of the availe!ble pool ls4of
course partly e. function of the wages these jobs will pay. Other
uggedtions include restructuring of lower level jobs to increase the

of regponsibility and variety associated with these jobs.

s
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The Center for Human. Resource Research

The Center .for Human Resource Research is a policy-oriented research
unit based in the College of Administrative Science of The Ohio State University.
Established in 1965, the Center is concerned with a wide range of-contemporary
probleths associated 1.14th human resource development, conservation and
utilization. The personnel include approximately twenty senior staff members
drawn from theOisciplines of economics, education, health sciences, industrial
relations, management science,, psychology, public administration, social work
and sociology., This multidisciplinary team is supported by approximately 50
graduate reseprch associates, full-time. research assistants, computer programs.
mers and other personnel.

The Center has acquired pre-eminence in the fields of labor market
research and manpower planning. The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor
Force Behavior have been the responsibility of the Center since 1965 under
continuing support from the United States Department of Labor. -Staff have been
balled upon for human resource planning assistance throughout the world with
major studies conducted in Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela, and recently the
National Science Foundation requested a review of the state of the art in human
resoUrce planning.' Senior personnel are also engaged in several other areas of
research, including collective bargaining and labor relations, evaluation and
monitoring of the operation: of government employment and training programs
and the projection of health education and facility needs.

The Center for Human .Resource Research has received over one million
dollars annually frorngovernment agencies and private foundations to support its
research in recent years. ProViding support have been the U.S. Departments of
j_abor, State', and Health, Education and Welfare; Ohio's Health and Education
Departments and Bureau of Employment Services; the,ehio cities of Columbus
and Springfield; the Ohio- AFL-CIO; and the George Gund Foundation. The
breadth of research interests may be seen by examining a few of the present
projects.

'The largest of the current projects is the National Longitudinal Surveys of
Labor Force Behavior. This project involves repeated interviews over a fifteen
year period with four groups of,the United States population: older men, middle-
aged women, and young men and, women-, The data are collected for 20,000
individuals by the U.S.-Bureau of the Census, and the Center is responsible for
data analysis. To date. dozens of research monographs and special reports have
been prepared by the staff. Responsibilities also include thepreparation and
distribution of data tapes for public use. Beginning in 1979, an -additional cohort
of 12,000 young men and women between the ages of lirand 2i will be studied on
an annual basis for, the following five years. Again the Center will provide
analysis and apblic use tapes for this cohort.

a
The .Quality 6f Working Life Project is another ongoing study oper d in,

conjunction with the cities of Springfield and Columbus, in an att m to
improve both the productivity and the meaningfulness of work f r pu c
employees in these two municipalities. Center stiff, sente as third parts
advisors, as well as researchers,' to explore new te ,c*Sques for attaining

.management-worker cooperation. .
.

. ' -....___,,

(Continued on inside of back rover)
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A third area of research in which the Center has been active is rrianpoi;e?
planning-both in the U.S. and in,developing counfries, .A current project for the
Ohio Advisory CounCil for Vocational Education seeks to identify and inventory
the highly fragmented institutions and agencies responsible, for supplying
vocational and technical training in Ohio. These 'data will subsequently br
integrated,. into a comprehensive model for forecasting the State's supply of
.vocational and technical skills.

Another focus of research is collective bargaining. In a project for the U.S.
Department of Labor, staff members are evaluating several current experiments
for "expedited grievance procedures," working, with unions and management in a
variety of Industries. The procedural adequacie, safeguards for due, process,

ecost and timing of the new procedure are being weighed against traditional
arbitration techniques.

Senior staff alsd serve as consultants to many boards and commissions .at
the national and state level. Recent papers have been written for the
Economic Committee of Congres, The National Commission for Employment
and Unemploymens Statistics, The National Commission for Manpower Policy,
The White House Conference on the Family, the Ohib poard,of Regents, the Ohio
Governor's Task Force on Health, and the Ohio Governor's' Task Force on
Welfare. '

. The Center maintains a working library of approximately 6,000 titles which
includes a wide range of reference Works and current periodicals. Also provided,
are computer 'facilities linked with those of the University and staffed by
approximately a dozen computer programmers. Tbey serve the needs of in-house
researchers and users of the National Longitudinal Survey tapes.

For. more information on specific Center activities or for a copy of the
Publications List, write: Director, Center for Human Resource Research, Suite

.585, 1375 Perry Street, Columbus, Ohio 43201.
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